
 

EUROLITE Silicone-Ribbon 99 LEDs 12V red
Realize your creative ideas!

Art. No.: 50530650
GTIN: 4026397312126

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397312126

Weight: 0,11 kg

Length: 0.23 m

Width: 0.17 m

Heigth: 0.02 m

Description:

A light snake of the upper world!
A word such as "multifunctional" is frequently used, almost inflationary. But if we relate this
attribute to our silicon ribbon, it is absolutely justified. After all the ribbon has a lot to offer. It is
totally flexible, adapts to various shapes easily and therefore offers you the chance, to give full
scope to your creativity. Whether for window decoration, logos, trade fears, product
presentations, your own party cellar, for interior or exterior use and so on. In regard to our
silicon ribbons, these numerous fields of application are given and clearly state that
multifunctionality is applicable. The 99 beaded LED's are available in 4 different colors and with
2 white color temperatures  - additionally to this 100cm version there is also a smaller one with
35 cm.

Features:

- Flexible silicone LED strip for decorative lighting
- Suitable for outdoor applications, IP44
- 99 LEDs, 100 cm length
- Countless possibilities for use: window dressing, party room decoration, on fairs for product

presentation, indoor & outdoor advertisement, signs, toys, arts & crafts, sport items, on clothing

- Mounting clips included
- Wires for direct connection to a 12 V PSU (not included)

Technical specifications:

Power consumption: 6,00 W

Eurolite®, Futurelight®, PSSO®, Roadinger®, Alutruss®, Europalms® and Dimavery® are trademarks of Steinigke Showtechnic GmbH, Andreas-Bauer-Straße 5, DE-97297 Waldbüttelbrunn
All rights reserved. Subject to change without notice. Errors and omissions excepted.Illustration only. Actual item may differ from photo.
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IP classification: IP44

Power supply: 12 V DC (via power unit, not included in delivery)

Protection grade: IP44

Lifetime: 50000h

LED number: 99

Weight: 103 cm

Length: 0.1 g

Legal specifications  

Special product: Not designed for household room illumination

Intended use: Show effect lighting
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